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ADVENTURE AT
LEISURE
THE NEW mu-X 7-SEATER SUV
The 2020 ISUZU mu-X offers all-terrain elegance like never before. A new robust appearance, bold
functionality and luxurious style enhancements culminate in this ultimate 7-seater SUV – backed by
ISUZU’s power, technology and superior fuel economy.

No wonder this powerhouse looks just as good in cobblestone city streets as it does traversing the
great outdoors! It demands attention on and off the road, offering luxurious comfort and style,
powered by one of the world’s most trusted diesel engines.

The 2020 ISUZU mu-X – destined for adventure.
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SINCE DAY 1

ISUZU has been A DRIVING FORCE SINCE 1916,
with the longest history of any Japanese
vehicle manufacturer.
ISUZU is the LARGEST DIESEL ENGINE PRODUCER
with over 25 MILLION engines built to date.
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
EXCEPTIONAL FUEL ECONOMY

ISUZU’s mu-X has a proven, proud history
of performance behind it and an even longer
road ahead filled with adventure.
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LED TAILLIGHTS keeps you
clearly visible

ALL-TERRAIN
ELEGANCE

18” ALLOY WHEELS
come standard

LUXURY ON AND OFF THE ROAD
Easily identifiable by its bold and robust appearance, the ISUZU mu-X knows
how to command its path. Sophisticated city style matched with
a bold off-road stance... The mu-X turns heads for all the right reasons.
Whether your rendezvous is on the red carpet or off the beaten track,
the mu-X is at home in any setting or terrain.
The mu-X effortlessly blurs the boundaries between the city and the bush – providing you
and your family with an endless choice of exciting destinations.
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LED DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS
& Bi-LED PROJECTOR HEADLIGHTS
with AUTO-LEVELLING functionality
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ISUZU’s mu-X is a full-size 7-seat SUV
that GOES WHERE YOU NEED IT TO GO!
Engineered to traverse the toughest
of terrains – gracing the landscapes
of Africa with presence and power.
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BUILT TO BE
BOLD

POW
OWE
ER

POWERED BY ISUZU DIESEL
The ISUZU mu-X is here to shift your perception of the modern SUV. Its on- and
off-road performance is reinforced by a powerful 3.0 L Turbo diesel engine. Its 3 tonne
braked towing across the entire range indicates that it’s not afraid of a little hard work.
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AVAILABLE IN 4X2 AND 4X4
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Famous for its durability, reliability and fuel economy, the ISUZU 3.0 L TURBO
DIESEL ENGINE provides substantial power and torque to make light work of any load.

Delivering 130 kW of power and 380 Nm of torque, the high-pressure common rail fuel injection
system makes the most of every drop of fuel, and the intercooled Variable Geometry System (VGS)
turbocharger provides excellent response over the engine’s entire rev range. Proven in a series of testing
environments, each component of the Euro5-compliant ISUZU diesel engine has been crafted to reduce
maintenance costs and increase durability, ensuring years of trouble-free motoring.
The mu-X is paired with a silky smooth 6-speed transmission, leaving you in control of your
every move. Available in 4X2 and 4X4, this powertrain delivers:

A

B

A	Melt-inliner and low compression pistons with Teflon coating enable increased fuel economy
and engine durability, meaning lower maintenance costs and increased engine life.
B	High-pressure common rail fuel injection system minimises the fuel amount needed in the
combustion process, providing superior fuel economy.
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ENGINE SPEED
Isuzu 4JJ1-TC Hi-Power Turbo diesel engine offers a
maximum torque output of 380 Nm and 130 kW of power.
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IN A CLASS OF
ITS OWN
BUILT TO OUTPERFORM
From one of the world’s leading manufacturers of diesel engine technology, the impressive
3.0 L Turbo diesel engine that powers the ISUZU mu-X is as frugal as it is athletic.
Delivering plenty of power and torque, this stirring power-plant produces amazing fuel
economy from just 7.9 litres per 100 km – which means less time filling up and more
money in your pocket to spend on your next adventure.

FROM EVERY ANGLE
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Experience superior fuel
economy without compromising on
power or torque...
The mu-X is undoubtedly your ideal travel companion for every adventure.
The mu-X is as efficient as it gets thanks to three core engine characteristics – improved torque
output across a wider rev range provides optimum performance and fuel efficiency, while the
mu-X’s Variable Geometry System (VGS) turbocharger optimises turbine response at low engine
rpm to overcome 'turbo lag'. And for superior fuel economy, the mu-X’s common rail highpressure fuel system uses the latest in fuel injector and high-pressure fuel rail technology.

In addition, the mu-X is equipped with intelligent ‘grade-logic’ transmission, which keeps the
mu-X in the correct gear, preventing over-revving and unnecessary fuel burn.
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STYLISH.
URBAN.
THE VERSATILE ISUZU mu-X
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TERRAIN
COMMAND DIAL

EASE INTO
OFF-ROADS
4WD AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Leaving your comfort zone will become second nature when you drive an ISUZU mu-X as
it’s fitted with off-road protection systems for added driver control and safety.
The independent 5-link rear suspension is a primary enabler to the mu-X’s exceptional
ride and handling characteristic. The 5-link design makes it possible to alter one parameter
in the suspension at a time, without affecting anything else. This is in direct contrast
to a double-wishbone suspension, where moving a hard point or changing a bushing
compliance will affect two or more parameters.
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4WD
UNDERBODY PROTECTION
FRONT STEEL PLATE SKID /
SPLASH SHIELD
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Taking on the terrain has never been more exciting and achievable with the 'Terrain
Command' 4WD select dial (2WD-high and 4WD-low) at your fingertips.
TERRAIN COMMAND
When selecting 4WD,
the Uphill / Downhill
Transmission Control System
automatically engages for
effortless terrain command.

EXTRA TOUGH
Every mu-X 4X4 is fitted with
rugged off-road protection,
including steel plate guards
where you need it most.

HILL DESCENT CONTROL
Activating Hill Descent Control
(HDC) will provide maximum
traction to tackle tough
downhill terrain.

The automatic transmission will also engage the Uphill / Downhill Transmission Control
System automatically.
Every mu-X 4X4 is fitted with the rugged off-road protection you need when
roughing it. There’s a front steel plate skid / splash shield, as well as steel plate guards
to protect the sump and transfer case.

FOR ADDED DRIVER CONTROL AND
SAFETY, THE HILL-START ASSIST IS
AUTOMATICALLY ENGAGED...
The electronic brake control prevents rolling back when starting the engine on
steep gradients (above 5.7 degrees). Hill Descent Control (HDC) which works in forward
or reverse, will give you maximum confidence to tackle downhill terrain, providing
maximum traction when activated.

TRACTION CONTROL
Feel how off-road obstacles become
almost obsolete thanks to an
intelligent Traction Control System
with Electronic Stability Control.
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You can expect superior stability and an intelligent Traction Control System (TCS)
with Electronic Stability Control (ESC). You’ll find that off-road obstacles almost become
obsolete with ample ground clearance to play with.
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GEARED TO GO!
OVER A CENTURY OF HARDWORKING DNA
Beneath the plush comfort of the ISUZU mu-X, you will find the same DNA that delivers
our tough and reliable reputation. With a robust chassis delivering superior stability and
road-handling in all conditions, the mu-X has gone through strenuous testing in searing
heat, monsoon rain, hail and even snow to ensure that it never lets you down.
Our engines have been honed in trucks and light commercial vehicles for generations.
Under its stylish hood, the mu-X boasts an engine that distils everything
ISUZU has learnt over the 100+ years to give you an efficient powerhouse that will get you
wherever you want to go, and back. When you buy an ISUZU mu-X you don’t just get an
SUV, you get adventure from a brand you trust.
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EVERY SEAT IS
THE BEST SEAT
IN THIS SUPERIOR 7-SEATER
Cloaked behind the sleek interior lines of the ISUZU mu-X lies a smartly designed and
comfortably spacious interior. The versatile second- and third-row seats mean that you will
always be able to find a way to accommodate your passengers and anything else you need
to take with you, without compromising on space and comfort.
Wide door arches make access for all passengers a breeze, while the side-steps not only
enhance the tough exterior look of the mu-X, it also makes it easier for occupants to
get in and out of the vehicle. When exploring your sense of adventure off-road, there’s
strategically placed assist-grips to help keep you grounded.
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The ISUZU mu-X enhances its luxurious interior with ambient LED lighting, providing
the driver with more spatial awareness, increased alertness and decreased levels of
fatigue. Top that with a 6-way adjustable electric driver seat and French-stitched
partial leather seats as standard, allowing you and your passengers to stretch out and
relax in style – with increased shoulder, back and base support throughout thanks to
the wrap-around bolster design of each seat in the ISUZU mu-X.

A

B

C

A

Indulge in the deluxe comfort of soft partial leather seats with fine French stitching.

B

Extra leg room and space give comfort to the second-row seats.

C	The 6-way adjustable electric driver seat allows you to conveniently find your most
comfortable driving position at the touch of a button.

3o
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Optional Alpine System Shown

SPAC
IOUS
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MORE ROOM
TO ROAM
LUXURIOUS SPACE AND COMFORT
The interior of every ISUZU mu-X is extremely versatile, but also extremely comfortable.
There’s room for you and a team of six to travel safely, securely and in comfort. Clever
split / fold rear seats in both the second and third rows mean that no matter what seating
configuration you choose, the versatile interior will provide you and your family with all the
head, leg and shoulder room you need for a relaxing journey.
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In addition to lounging space, there’s also a practical side to the mu-X’s interior. There’s an
abundance of clever storage compartments, and with the second- and third-row seats’ ability to
fold down, there’s also a generous cargo area when you have a sizeable load to carry. You’ll
never need to look for another cupholder again, because our design engineers have managed
to include 12 of them for whenever you need a refreshment at hand.

A

B

C

A	Second- and third-row seats fold flat to allow for maximum load space.
B	The 40/60-split second-row seats’ split design allows for large load space
and 3 occupants.
C
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Third-row seats fold flat to provide extra load space.
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INNOVATION
COMES STANDARD
IN THE BOLDEST SUV OF THE NEW DECADE
The ISUZU mu-X is designed to keep your family entertained no matter how long the drive!
Simply sit back, relax and enjoy...

FUN AND FUNCTIONAL FEATURES!
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A

Inside the mu-X you’ll experience cutting-edge technology with a 9" Multi-Function Display (MFD), and
finishing touches like a leather steering wheel with integrated audio controls and cruise control, put
convenience at your fingertips.
Rediscover true connection and remain clued up on the latest technology this modern SUV has to offer.
The mu-X features a full infotainment package: MP3 and CD capability, Bluetooth® connectivity, DAB Radio,
Apple CarplayTM, Android AutoTM, front and rear USB ports, AUX input, iPod connections and an HDMI port.
The infotainment system also features Sky Sound – Sky Sound consists of eight speakers mounted on the
front dash, front and rear doors, as well as on the roof.

Optional Alpine System Shown

B

You can rely on Satellite Navigation displayed on a 9" Multi-Colour Touchscreen to guide you around
unfamiliar places while you’re on the road to discovery. If the going gets tough, activate the 4WD Terrain
Command to ease things up.
Experience adventure on your own terms, as the mu-X caters to your individual needs with Electronic
Climate Control and Up / Down Window Control with Jam Protection.

A	Get from A to B, wherever you may be, with built-in SatNav.
B	Back up with confidence, with reverse-view camera.
C	Passive Entry and Start System provides keyless locking and unlocking
as well as an engine start / stop button.
C
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PIANO BLACK
FOG LIGHT BEZELS

FINESSED WITH
THE BEST
BLACKED OUT REAR
BUMPER SILL

BLACK RUNNING BOARDS
FOR EASY ACCESS

4o

WHERE BOLD FEATURES
AND BEAUTIFUL FINISHES MEET
The mu-X wouldn’t be complete without functional features that make
this SUV a pleasure to drive and be admired for. Exterior features like side-steps, a rear
spoiler and 18” alloy wheels boost your driving experience. Large fold-away mirrors with
LED indicators, underbody protection with steel sump and transfer case guard for extra
protection are incorporated to protect you on wilder trails.
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A reverse-view camera comes standard on all mu-X models, along with touchscreen
displays. An 8-speaker audio system with iPod and Bluetooth® phone connectivity and
audio streaming is standard across the mu-X range. All models feature
two Sky Sound roof-mounted speakers that provide the ultimate audio experience for
all passengers. Embedded touchscreen SatNav ensures you find your destination with
ease. The Passive Entry and Start System on the mu-X provide convenient
cabin access and keyless start operation, making your getaway quick and easy.

Enjoy finishing touches
like a LEATHER STEERING
WHEEL with integrated
AUDIO CONTROLS
and CRUISE CONTROL at
your fingertips.

With the mu-X, both you and your passengers will experience comfort and
convenience no matter how long your drive.
A: Get from A to B, wherever you may be, with built-in SatNav.
B: Back up with confidence, with reverse-view camera.
C: Passive Entry and Start System provides keyless locking and unlocking
as well as an engine start/stop button.
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FIRST-CLASS
SAFETY
FROM BACK TO FRONT
After receiving a 5-star rating by ANCAP across the range and being recognised by
The Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP), you know you’re driving one of
the safest SUVs around. The entire body is designed to be a high-tensile steel
passenger safety cell. The side-intrusion bars and comprehensive crash avoidance
electronics all attribute to the overall safety. A reverse-view camera is installed to help
avoid tricky spots and act as your extra pair of eyes at any given moment.
Contributing to your safety is a 4-channel, 4-sensor Anti-Skid Brake System with Electronic
Brakeforce Distribution (EBD), Emergency Brake-Assist (EBA) as well as Electronic
Stability Control (ESC) with Hill-Start Assist (HSA), Hill Descent Control (HDC) and the
Traction Control System.

ADDITIONAL PROTECTION AND
PEACE OF MIND...
The optional rear park-assist audible sensors and 6 airbags (dual front, side and full-length curtain)
increase your protection from every angle inside the SUV.
Externally, the mu-X has an impact absorption bonnet and a large chassis rail cross-section, providing
effective energy absorption in the event of impact – increasing both vehicle and pedestrian protection.
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ISUZU PEACE
OF MIND…
WITH YOU, FOR THE LONG RUN
The ISUZU mu-X comes with the Isuzu Complete Care Package that provides you with
a 5 years / 120 000 km Warranty and Roadside Assistance – proving that this vehicle is
supported in more ways than one. A 5 years / 90 000 km Service Plan is standard and
Service Intervals are 15 000 km.
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DESTINED FOR
ADVENTURE
LOOKS AS GOOD IN THE BURBS AS
IT DOES IN THE BUSHVELD
Are you ready to get behind the wheel of your greatest adventure yet?
Take effortless control of your journey ahead with the luxurious ISUZU mu-X
– backed by ISUZU’s power, technology and superior fuel economy – offering
you all-terrain elegance like never before!
SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AS AT TIME OF PRINTING AND MAY SUBSEQUENTLY CHANGE.
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DEALER TO CONFIRM ANY SPECIFICATION CHANGES. DATE OF PRINT MAY 2020.
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